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Résumé � 
Abstract: 

Context:  

An analogical proportion binds together four objects A, B, C, D of the same type in a 
proposition of the form: “A is to B as C is to D”.  They allow for expressing the identity of 
the ratio between two pairs of elements.  Typical illustrations of this notion could be, in 
natural language: “Calf is to cow as foal is to mare” [6], “Aurochs is to ox as mammoth is 
to elephant”, “electrons are to nucleus as planets are to sun” [15]. This type of 
relationship expresses that what distinguishes A and B (and what they share) is 
comparable to what distinguishes C and D (and what they share). The above examples 
show the diversity (and potential complexity) of the possible semantics of the “is to” 
connective involved in an analogical proportion.) When the objects A and B (resp. C and 
D), represent the same entities at different moments/states of their life (for example, A 
and B describe the same place at two distinct periods), the analogical proportion may 
express similar variations of two distinct situations. Then, analogical proportions can 
parallel historical or socio-economical facts and environmental situations. To the best of 
our knowledge, analogical proportions have been mainly investigated in artificial 
intelligence, and notably for classification (as for example in [2]).  The aim of this project 
is to investigate the notion of analogical proportion in the context of the semantic web, in 
order to propose new tools for reasoning and data querying. 

 

Challenges: 

All the above examples highlight the necessity to have a clear semantic description of 
the environmental objects for discovering rich parallels between objects. Consequently, 
we will instantiate the study of analogical proportions in languages of the semantic 
web promoted by the W3C, and notably, the DL-Lite family languages (Calvanese, 
JAR 2007).  These languages, based on description logics (Baader, Handbook), have 
the advantages to be able to represent sample data as list of property-values pairs as 
well as semantically annotated data. At last, they will supply a first simple framework to 
define tools for discovering analogical proportions occurring in semantic data set. These 
results can be further extended to more expressive languages. 

The second objective is the definition of new types of queries. Then, we aim at devising 
four kinds of querying. The blind research is the research of quadruplets that are bound 
by a analogical relationship, which implements the ideas developed above, in the sense 
that the query mines the database or the knowledge base to find such types of objects. 
In order to reduce the research space and to provide a simplified querying interface to 
users, the directed querying tool will allow the user to research for objects bound by a 
particular type of analogical proportion, selected from a suggested list (e.g., filiation, 
particular schema of evolution). As previously mentioned, the analogical proportion 
relationship may denote a filiation relationship, or the sharing of properties, or the adding 
and the deletion of some properties. More concretely, one can be interested in retrieving 
areas or countries having undergone the same changes. This querying tool requires to 
semantically characterize a typology of the analogical relationships, and when 
possible, deduce their own axiomatic. The types of the analogical proportions will 
provide a basis for querying data and for the definition of index to improve the execution 
times of the blind querying. The querying by example tool must search, given two 
objects, for 2-uplets that are logically proportional with the two objects. Indeed, it could 
be very convenient for users to query the system by giving the concrete example of a 
new situation whose requires a better understanding. The user gives as input the 
situation to observe, in order to mine situations with which they are bound by an 
analogical proportion relationship. Another interesting tool is that of checking the 
veracity of an assertion and explaining the result. For example, one can imagine that 
user has an idea of a situation that he suspects to follow another well-known situation. 
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He asks the system for knowing if the parallel is relevant or not and why.  

Positionning 

Analogical proportions have been also widely used in artificial intelligence, e.g., for 
linguistics analysis tasks [12], [13], [15], [14]. More recently, it has been proven that 
analogical propositions offer an interesting framework for classification ([10]), [17]) and 
for solving IQ tests [7]. Moreover, a propositional logic modelling of analogical 
proportions has been proposed and then extended to fuzzy logics [9].  

A more restrictive set of recent works is more related to our concern. Two works [2] and 
[18] are interested in the establishment of links between the setting of formal concept 
analysis and that of analogical proportions. In such a setting, it is possible to discover 
analogical proportions that hold in the underlying lattice.  A last work [16], the only one to 
our knowledge that explicitly shares our objective of discovering analogical proportions, 
aims at enumerating all analogical proportions occurring between Chinese characters. 
Each character is modelled as a vector of features and a feature is encoded by an 
integer. This work, however, must be extended in order to comply with our framework 
based on DL-Lite family of languages. Indeed, these latter works use frameworks much 
less expressive than those of ontological languages such as DL-Lite family of description 
logics, at the heart of our study. Indeed, [2] exploits the formal concept analysis (FCA) 
setting that focuses only on the representation of Boolean properties and [16] uses 
vectors of integers. 

Finally, let us mention a recent work concerning analogical reasoning in description 
logics [1]. This work focuses on the induction of new instances and on the classification 
of instances, by following a KNN approach and by using a dissimilarity measure defined 
in terms of the semantic descriptions of concepts and instances, and assuming the 
existence of a probability distribution for the concepts of the knowledge base. The 
authors are not interested in the problem of knowledge discovery, and of the verification 
of assertions.  

To the best of our knowledge, the notion of analogical proportion has not plainly been 
exploited in the setting of knowledge discovery. It is worth noticing that our concern in 
this project is to model the analogy in the formal framework of the DL-Lite family of 
languages. The proposed definition of analogical proportions will use, as a semantic 
context, a knowledge base. Another objective is to propose new services as discovery of 
analogical proportions, verification of analogical assertions and explanation. Then, 
among all the cited works, none tackles the issue of modelling analogy in the DL-Lite 
family of languages, nor the definition of a query language based on analogy for 
knowledge discovery in the semantic web context. It would be of interest to relate the 
obtained modelling with propositions made in cognitive sciences that use other structural 
frameworks. 

 

A perfect applicant should have strong background in Computer Sciences, and should 
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